
What is UniFusion? 
UniFusion is a revolutionary bonding process that uses heat and 
pressure to fuse a floor matting top surface to a base material. The 
resulting finished product is virtually a single piece, eliminating any 
possibility of de-lamination. In fact, we’re so confident in the UniFusion 
bond that we guarantee it…for life! (see warranty for details)

Why UniFusion? 
UniFusion allows us to create an unbreakable bond resulting in far 
superior product quality, and eliminates the possibility of de-lamination, 
a problem inherent in laminated floor matting. De-lamination occurs 
when a mat top surface separates from the base material. This can 
cause the top to buckle, or the edges to curl, creating a trip hazard. By 
eliminating de-lamination, the end result is a safer work environment, 
and reduced costs associated with injury claims.

Warranty: 
We are so confident in the UniFusion process that we offer the following 
UniFusion lifetime warranty: 

NoTrax guarantees the bond on all NoTrax laminated floor matting products 
that incorporate the UniFusion lamination process, for the lifetime of the mat. 
The bond on these products is guaranteed under normal conditions of use 
in reasonable dry application environments, or a full refund or replacement 
mat (based on manufacturer’s discretion) will be issued. Proof of purchase is 
required for all refunds or replacements. This lifetime warranty protects against 
de-lamination or bond failure, and does not cover issues unrelated to the 
bond such as wear or foam tears. All NoTrax laminate top products with foam 
backing are covered by the standard warranty against manufacturer’s defects 
and are not guaranteed against spike heels or stool legs. Laminated matting 
products that are non-standard widths or require blunt cut edges may not use 
the UniFusion process.

The Science of Laminated Floor Matting

UniFusion™

PRODUCT INFORMATION

The Facts*:

•  Slips, trips, and falls are the 2nd leading  
cause of workplace injuries

•  Injuries due to falls result in an average  
12 days away from work

•  The average cost for a workman’s 
compensation claim due to a slip, trip,  
and fall accident is $46,592
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485 Ergo Trax™

985 Ergo Trax™ Grande™

479 Cushion Trax®

975 Cushion Trax® Ultra™

979 Saddle Trax®

490 Dura Trax®

976 Dura Trax® Ultra™

990 Dura Trax® Grande™

477 Woodgrain Sof-Tyle™ 
977   Woodgrain Sof-Tyle Grande™ 

480 Pebble Trax®

980 Pebble Trax® Grande™

482 Bubble Trax®

782 Bubble Trax® Ultra™

982 Bubble Trax® Grande™

474 Ergo Mat™

974 Ergo Mat™ Grande™

470 Marble Sof-Tyle™ 
970 Marble Sof-Tyle™ Grande™

826 Diamond Stat™

927 Diamond Stat™ Grande™

926 Smooth Stat™

Available on these NoTrax products: 

* National Safety Council Injury Facts®, Top Work-Related 
Injuries 2016-2018 data

Laminated floor matting has two 
materials fused together, a top surface 
and base material. UniFusion is a unique 
bonding process that permanently bonds 
the materials together for a safer,  
longer-lasting finished product.


